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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
,

,

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION .

In the Matter of: )
)

FLORIDA POWER CORPORATION ) Docket No. 50-302
)

(Crystal River Unit 3 )
Nuclear Generating Plant) )

REPLY BRIEF OF APPLICANT IN OPPOSITION TO
INTERVENOR'S EXCEPTIONS 10 1NITIAL DECISION

I
Introduction >

On September 24, 1968 the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (Board)

~ in this proceeding issued its Initial Decision which authorized the issuance

of a provisional construction permit to Florida Power Corporation (Applicant)

to construct its Crystal River Unit 3 Nuclear Generating Plant. On October

14, 1968 the Intervenor in this proceeding, the City of Gainesville, Florida

.

and the Gainesville Utilities Department (collectively refarred to as "Gaines-
''

i .

ville"), filed its exceptions (and presumably its supporting brief) to the
s'

Initial Decision.

On June 14,1968,7 Gainesville filed its Petition for Leave to Inter-

vene and Motion to Broaden Issues", alleging that the Applicant's proposed

nuclear facility could not lawfully be licensed under Secdion 104b of the

Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as amended (Act) because it has " practical value"

within the meaning of Section 102 of the Act and, therefore, could only be

licensed under Section 103. It was Gainesville's stated purpose to see that

any license issued to Applicant be conditioned so as to permit Cainesville

to participate in the ownership and output of the facility. Gainesville

further alleged that the Board was required to enlarge the issues to include
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anti-trus t estte. . .
,

Both the Applicant and the Regulatory Staff filed answers to this

Petition and Motion.
.

Or June 28, 1968 the Board issued an Order denying Gainesville's

motion to broaden the issues, but granted its petition for leave to inter-

vene, limited solely to the issue of whether the nuclear reactor facility

proposed to be constructed and operated by Florida Power can be authorized

pursuant to Section 104b of che Act.

In its Initial Decision '.;he Board, upon consideration of the en-

tire record'of the evidence in this proceeding, specifically concluded that

the Applicant had sustained its burden of proof, as to the jurisdiction of

the Board and all other matters pertinent to its Application and that the

proposed Crystal River Unit 3 facility is a utilization facility involved

in the conduct of research and development activities leading to the demon-

stration M the practical value of such facility for industrial or com-

~

mercial purposes within the scope of Section-104b of the Act. On the
'

,

strength of the entire record, including the evidence presented during the

hearing, the Bos d authorized the issuance of a Provisional Construction

Permit pursuant to Section 104b of the Act.
,

II
Argument

.

-

In substance, the exceptions of Gainesville reflect its own self- ,

,

!
serving interpretations of the licensing provisions of the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954, as amended. . The contentions of the Intervenor,with respect

.to its' exceptions to the Initial Decision, are consister.t with and repeti--

tive of the basic contentions which it has previously made in its Petition

for Leave to Intervene and Motion to Brodden Issues, and which have been

~
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', ~ answered by the .'pplicant, the Staff and the Boata.

In paragraph 1.a.~ of its exceptions, Gainesville asserts that-

the Applicant's proposed facility has " practical value" within the purview

of Sections-102, 103 and 104b of the Act because Florida Power and its

contractor, The Babcock & Wilcox Company, have expressed confidence that

the facility will be economically competitive with conventional generating

units. ' Gainesville's interpretation of " practical value" is in direct con-

flict with several recent commission decisions wherein this Ame issue had

been raised by municipal intervenors. In the Duke proceedingr 1! the Com-

mission has stated: a

" Inquiry into the application of Section 104 b. properly be-
gins, of course, with the language of that section itself. Inso-
far as is here relevant, Section 104 b. authorizes the Commission
to license thereunder '. . . utilization . . . facilities involved
in the conduct of research and development activities leading to
the demonstration of the practical value of such facilities for'

industrial or commercial purposes . . . . We have already stated'
,

our view that the 'research and development' about which Section-

: 104 b. speaks encompasses as ' development' a demonstration that
- i will provide a basis for commercial, evaluation. Such ' commercial*

evaluatica', in terms of ear}ier relevant declarations, means an,

j evaluation of the economic competitiveness of the nuclear facili- g-
ty with conventional power, plants. ?},

'"In the context, then, of the statutory language and our con-,
'

struction of it, until there has been a ' demonstration of the..
practical value of such facilities ~ for industrial or commercial *

,

[ purposes', utilization facilities which will provide a basis for'

commercial evaluatien' in connection therewith (i.e. ,. ' leading to'
! such ' ' demonstration') may be licensed under Section 10'4 b. As

the discussion below shows, this clearly places the Oconee reac-
,- tors within the compass of Section 104 b.

*

i ,

! -
'

|

_1/ In the Matter of-Duke Power Company, Decision, Atomic Energy 1

Commiss .on, January 3, 1968, 2 Atomic Energy Law Reports,
; -Par. 11,266, Page 17,501-7.
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I'Our Memorandum and Order of September ,8,1967, note 9 that the
Commission has considered on two occasions in rule making proceed-
ings the question of whether a finding of ' practical value' should
be made with . respect to some type or types of light water, nuclear
power reactors. We concluded in the first proceeding, following
receipt and consideration of extensive public comments, the hold-
ing of a 1cgisintive-type public rule r.oking henring, and a care-
ful evaluation of all relevnnt factors, that 'fp_/ending the com-.

piction of senlmi-up' plants, and the infonction to be obtained'

from their operation' , there 'hns not yet been sufficient demonstra-
tion of the cost of construction and operation of light water,
nuclear electric plants to warrant making a statutory finding that
any types of such facilities have'been sufficiently developed to
be of practical value' . This conclusion was reaffirmed in connec-'

tion with our denial of a petition for rule making approximately
one year ago.

,

"It is worth restating at this point the circumstances which
we took into account in arriving de our rule making determinations.

,

In conjunction with our initial determination, ue outlined these
circumstances as follows:

"' Currently operable light water, nuclear electric plants
range up to about 200 net tW(e) and are not economically com-

i
petitive. In 1962 the Commission encouraged the construction
of scaled-up plants by requesting authorization under the

|
Power Demonstration program for plants in the 400-500 net
MW(e) range. Operating experiepce, it.cluding maintenance and
availability, from the . plants for- which Congress authorized
appropriations in these' intermediate sizes is not available,
since none of them is completed. More recently, plants id ,
sizes exceeding 600 net MJ(c) are being designed and constructed .,|

without Government financial assierance. The Commission has
examined in soge' detail whether tne information provided by the
award of contracts for the construction of scaled-up plants

~

without Government assistance is sufficient to support, with-
out further demonstration, a finding of pra,ctical value under'

the Act. Without the operating information the intermediate
sized plants are expected to provide, we are not prepared to

.
make a statutory finding on the basis of demonstrated results

j- . of the currently operable plants that plants at least three
~

times larget than 200 net tW(e) are of practical value with-
in the'-meaning of section 102.'

' "We were faced with like circumstances at the time of our second
rule making action and, while two of- the intermediate-sized plants
have nmi been licensed for operation, essentially the same situation-c
as. regards ' demonstration' obtains today. In this context, we think
it manifest that large-scale utilization facilities,'such as the

,
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Oconee reaucors, by contributing to the as yet incomplete basis for
a reliable estimate of economic competitiveness, are involved in the

-

J< conduct of, activities encompassed by Section 104b. and, thus, are
properly to be licensed thereunder.

.

"In their exceptions to us, the intervenors maintain that the
proper standard for determining whether the type of utilization
facility to be employed by the applicant has demonstrated practical
value is whether or not it is being sold by the manufacturer and
. bought by the purchaser, without Government subsidy to either, for
use 'in the large scale generation and sale 'of electrical energy in
the regular course of business. From what we have previously stated,

,

it should be clear that we cannot accept this as the basis for de-
termining applicability of Section 104b. ; nor does such an absolute
standard constitute the test for a finding of ' practical value' under
Section 102, although business factors of the type referred to are
relevant for consideration in the latter regard.

"It is worth noting, in the above connec' tion, that we addressed'_

ourselves to a similar proposition in the first rule making determi-.

nation regarding a finding of practical value. We there concluded,,

af ter examining the underlying data in some detail, that while cer-
tain economic evaluations governing the award of contracts for scaled-
up plants not involving Government assistance provide strong indica-
tions that economic competitiveness will be achieved, we should await
a reliable estimate of the economics based upon a demonstration of
the technology and plant performance before making the statutory,

finding.
1.

" Analytical support for the above approach is contained in the
' Staff Memorandum accompanying our det6rmination. The staff there

, , ,stated: i' ,

'
V,

'

"'Although the willingness of utilities and equipment !,

companies to accept the business risks involved is an impressive.

' indication of the probabilities of successful operation at an-
ticipated levels, it is not alone a sufficient basis to suppurt
a statutory finding of practica l value by the Commission. The
manufacturers of nuclear reactors compete for the business of
utilities which are considering the purchase of power plants,
and are motivated to offer incentives such as warranties as to i

certain features in order to obtain the award of a contract.
The willingness of utilities to purchase nuclear plants and of -

|reactor manufacturers to warrant the plants is a reflection of i

the acceptance of what may be considered reasonable business
i

risks, but|does not necessarily constitute a sufficient assur-
|'ance that the plants will in fact perform as warranted or will
|otherwise meet expectations. '

'!In our second rule making determination, we gave further considera-
,

tion to this' matter when we took specific note of announcements 'of , !

.
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new light watcr reactors to be constructed, the type of business ar-
rangements being negotiated between reactor manufacturers and utili-
' ties and the fact that utilities have decided upon nuclear plants
on the basis of comparative economic studies. Our determination
stated that while these developments are further strong indications t

that economic . competitiveness will be achieved we continued to be-
lieve that we should avait a reliable estimate of the economics based
upon a demonstratien of the technology and plant performance. |

t

"The intervenors, in their exceptions, have also sought to em- I

phasize the experimental facet of the terms 'research and develop-
ment' and to argue therefrom that the Oconee facilities do not proper-
ly fit within the statutory language. While we believe these argu-
ments are answered by the statements already made respecting the role
of economic demonstration under Section 104 b., it is appropriate fur- ,

ther to note the following passage in the previously-referenced Staff
Memorandum: 3

4

| "'A substantial extrapolation of demonstrated results from
i currently operable plants, which range up to about 200 net NW(e),

is necessary in order to determine anticipated technological and
economic performance in plants currently being built and sold

'

without Government financial assistance in size ranges of 600
net FM(e) and above. Since the gap involves an increase in re-
actor size by a factor of three, many technical and engineering
problems must be resolved and demonstrated. '

"The initial decision has additionally enumerated a number of
aspects of research and development needed to complete the design
of certain components for the.0conee units. Mentioned in this re-'

gard are: 'a proposed once-through steam generator test, the con,-
trol rod drive ''.ne test, self-powered-in-core neutron detector !>

.,

tests, thermal and hydraulic programs, . and the fuel assembly' !. .

heat transfer and fluid flow test.' We agree with the board that

the foregoing, individually and in combination, evidences an expe,ri-
mental purpose concomitant with the purpose of economic demonstra-
tion.

. . _

h-

"One additional observation is in order before' we leave the jur-
isdictional question. The' licensing authority under Section 103 of our
Act is only . app 1'icable as respects facilities of a type which the Com-,

mission has found, in accordance with Section 102, to have beer
~

u : L- ;

ciently developed to be of practical value for industrial or 'c. r ;- |
cial purposes.m. The approach we have taken regarding the con r '

f of .Section -104b. is consistent with the premise that the findin
-.

c ~|' practical value' under Section '102 separates the issuance of dev.
i-opmental licenses under Section 104b. and the issuance of commercial l

licenses under Section 103. This, we think, is in keeping with the:
scheme of the: Act and is legislative history."

i

,
'
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On Page 17 of its Initial Decision the Board accepted in sub-

stance Applicant's proposed findin;;s of fact Nos. 25 and 26, which read:
'"25. The construction and operation of the proposed

.

facility will provide information bearing upon whether
the type of pfessurized water reactor has practi-or not

cal value for industrial or commercial purposes, such-

information relat' 3 to design and construction at an
economic cost; th; .chievement of ' full power output,
continuity of service and load carrying capability on
electric systems, and the technical and economic oper-
ation of the nuclear fuel cycle in connection with such
facility.

"26. The reactor planned for the Crystal River Unit
No. 3 Nuclear Generating Plant is larger in capacity by
a factor of approximately two than the largest pressurized
water reactor operational today. At least until reactors .

of comparable size have demonstrated by operation their
reliability, technical feasibility and economic competi-
tiveness with other types of generating facilities, the
Crystal River Unit No. 3 reactor must be considered
' developmental' . No evidence was adduced at the public
hearing which would tend to establish that any pres-
surized water reactor of the type and size of the Crystal
River reactor will demonstrate technical feasibility and
economic competitiveness prior to planned operation of
Crystal River Unit No. 3 Nucledr Generating Plant."

Contrary to Gainesv111e's contenti$ns regarding a finding of "prac-

tical value", the Board has correctly sunnarized the Commission's views -inY

footnote 14 on Page 16 of its Initial Decision:

"14/ In Duke Power Company, Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270,' '

and 50-287, Commission Decision, issued January 3,1968, it was held that:
,v

"'. . .our view that the "research and develop-
ment" about which Section 104 b. speaks
encompasses as " development" a demonstration
that will provide a basis for commercial
evaluation. Such " commercial evaluation",
in terms of earlier relevant declarations,
means an evaluation of the economic competi-
tiveness of the nuclear facility with con-
ventional power plants.

"'In the context, then, of the statutory
language and our construction of it, until
there has been a " demonstration of the

-7-
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i of the practical value of such facilities
i for industrial or commercial purposes",
| utilization facilities which will provido

| a basis for commercial evaluation in con-
| nection therewith (i.e., " leading to" such
t " demonstration") may be licensed under Sec-
| tion 104 b '"
i

In paragraph 1.b. of its Exceptions, Gainesvillo is again raising

the issue of whether or not the Commission must consider anti-trust mattors

in a Section 104b licensing proceeding. The Commission has consistently,

ruled against Gainesvillo's contentions in all recent decisione !where this.

issue has been raised.

In the Vermont-Yankee proceedings, supra, 'the Commission dealt

with these same contentions when they were made by the Massachusetts Munici-'

pale as follows:

.

' "The Municipals' attempts to bring their interests
I within the purview of this proceeding turn principally

on their contentions that those interests are affected
by actions of the applicant and its sponsors which are
alleged to be in violation of the. anti-trust laws. We
are being asked, in this regard, to allow them to de-
velop these contentions in what they characterize as the
'y;ublic investigatory hearing contemplaced under the f,
fi omic Energy / Act' and to take curative licensing or
other action on the basis of the record developed. Ihe
Municipals' reques.ts, however, are plainly beyond our

*
statutory province.

b '

,

9

_2/ In the Matter of Duke Power Company, supra, footnote 1.
In the Matter of Vermont-Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation,
. Memorandum and Order, Atomic Energy Commission, 2 Atomic
Energy Law Reports, Par. 11,267.03.

In the Matter of Philadelphia Electric Company, Docket Nos.
50-277 and 50-278.

.
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"As the staff points 'out, proceedings to license
power reactors can be conducted only under Sections'103
and 104 of our Act. Section 103 governs the licensing
of power reactors of a type which the Commission has.

found to' be of' ' practical value' pursuant to SectionL102
of_the Act. In condoction with such licensing, Section

, 105c. of the Act prescribes certain steps to he taken by
*

. the 'Connission wi6h renpcet to antitrust considerations.
Included therein, in Conninston notification to the At-
torney General of the. proponed licenne and its tenus and
conditions and the receipt of advice from the latter offi-

'

cial as to whether ' the proposed license would tend to
. create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the
antitrus t laws ' . As its terms make clear, however, Sec-
tion 105c. is not applicable to licensing proceedings

.under Section 104b.
)

.

"In' a proceeding 'for the issuance of a license
under'Section 104b. of the Act, which the instant pro-
ceeding properly is (see below), the Commission's sub-

, stantive regulatory authority is limited, as earlier
l

stated, to matters of radiological health and safety
'

and connon defense and security. The Commission, in
such a proceeding, lacks the authority to deny or con-

,. dition a permit or license on the basis that it would

tend to create or maintain a situation inconsistent
with the antitrus t laws. - We believe this is cicar from

- the distinction which the Act drays between proceedings
under Section 103 and Section 104b. >as respects con-
sideration of antitrust matters, and from a reading of
the legislative history of those provisions of the Act $.
which bear on Commission consideration of antitrust -
matters in facility' licensing. That history shows a
, deliberate limitation in the 1954 Act of the broader

antitrust authority in licensing matters which had bee'n '

contained in Section 7(c) of the Atomic Energy Act of
1946.

E

"It might further be ~noted, that our construction
of the 1954 Act.in the subject . regard, is reflected. in
. the long-standing AEC ~ regulations implementing the Act's
reactor'licenslig provisions. Those regulations s'et forth
clie requirements of Section' 105c. _as - part of the ' additional
standards' applicable to issuance of licenses under Section-

103, and~ state that, in such licensing, '[ d_7ue account will
~

bc taken of the advice provided by the Attorney Concral pur-
suant to subsection 105c. of_the Act'. These ' additional
standards' have no counterpart in the standards applicable ;
co ' licensing- under Section 104. Sce, 10 CFR Section 50.42; j
and' compare,- 10 CFR Sections 50.40 and 50.41.

l
'

.

'
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"While the Comnassion lacks the authority to deny or
condition'a Section 104b. license on the basis that it
would tend to. create or maintain a situation inconsistent
with the antitrust laws, organizations which receive li-
censes under that.section are not relieved from the opera--

tion of the antitrust laws. Section 105a. of our Act ex-
plicitly declares that nothing contained in the Act shall
relieve any person from the operation of the various anti-
trust statutes specified therein. Moreover, under Section
105b. of the Act, the Commission is required to report
promptly to the Attorney General any information it may
have with respect to any utilization of special nuclear
material or atomic energy which appears to violate or to
tend toward ' the violation of the antitrust laws enumerated
in Section 105a. or to restrict free compet(tion in pri-
vate enterprise.

"It was, perhaps, Section 105b. which the Municipals
had in mind in asking that the issues specified for hear-
ing be enlarged so that testimony, evidence, and recom-
mended findings respecting antitrust considerations 'may
be reported to the Attorney General for his use in the
dispatch of his statutory responsibilities' . We would
only state in response, that while the AEC endeavors to
comply fully with both the letter and spirit of Section
105b. , we cannot view its provisions as a warrant to use
our licenst.g proceedings to develop, evidence on matters
unrelated to the issues prop,crly within our jurisdiction
solely so that we may assist the Attorney General in his p

law enforcement responsibilities." "
.

Gainesv111e's contentions asserting that the Commission must con-

sider anti-trust natter's 'in a section 104b licensing proceeding are clearly

erroneous and contrary to the Commission's interpretation of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Paragraph 2 of Gainesville's Exceptions to the Initial Decision
Para-is nothing more than a restatement of its " practical value" assertion.

graph 2 contains nothing more than Gainesville's own conclusions which are

unsupported' by +any evidence in this proceeding and which are based upon its

own interpretation of the terms " practical value" and "research and develop-
,

ment" as used in the Act and in the Commi sion Rt es and Regulations. In
*

1

1
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. fact, to support its conclusions, Cainesville has gone outside the record. . . .

i and improperly attempts to inject into the proceeding irrelevant and imma-

' tcrial matter purportedly portaining to electric generating costs in New

England. The Applicant has filed a separate motion to strike this ex-

traneous material from Gainesville's Exceptions.

In paragraph 3 of its Exceptions Gainesville has incorrectly

characterized the iodine removal requirements necessary to meet 10 CFR 100

criteria for Applicant's Crystal River site as a research and development

program. The research and development program propo, sed by the Applicant

with regard to iodine removal is the chemical spray system utilizing alka-

line sodium thiosulphate and borated water. It is the proposed method for

removing iodine, and not the necessity to remove it in order to meet 10 CFR

100 criteria, that constitutes one of Applicant's proposed research and de-

velopment programs. The Board in its Initial Decision specifically found

the Applicant's proposed chemical spray system for iodine removal a research

and development item within the purview of the Act and the Commission's
''

-Rules and Regulations. '
-

Gainesville takes exceptions in paragraph 4 of its Exceptions to

the Board's acceptance of Applicant's proposed research and development

programs for the| core thermal and hydraulic designs. Gainesville claims

that the record of this proceediIng does not support the Board's finding.

Gainesville apparently is not familiar with the Staff's Safety Evaluation

which constituted its direct testimony at the public hearing. It follows

page 276 of the Transcript. Contrary to Gainesvill,e's assertion of a lack

of evidence to support the Board's finding, the Staff states on Page 59 of

its Safety Evaluation:

"The ~ applicant has proposed scaled flow distribution

- 11 -
s..~..,....,n--..---- . - - - - - - - - . - . . - - - ~
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, tecta en the vss:s1 cnd internals and roa oundis casts
to determine local mixing and flow effects as discussede ...

in Section 3.4 of this report. _This further experime-tal
and analvtical work must be done to determine the limit..

int heat fluxes at various positions-within the fuel
bundle if the design is to be based on the LSW heat trans- :
fer data." (Emphasis supplied.)

.ng
In Section 3.4 (Thermal and h, *raulic Design) of its Safety Evalua-

:ely
. tion, the Staff- stated .on Pages 16 and 17:

" Axially nonuniform bundle tests, similar in ge-
. ometry to the proposed design, are being run as part I
of the research and development program at B&W and the
results of these tests will be applied to the final
thermal design. We believe that the allowable design
heat flux should be designated as a research and de- irus
velopment item if the design is to be based'on the B&W*

heat tran.1fer data. On the basis of the preliminary .

3

research results submitted it appears that B&W will be
able to justify the chosen physical parameters and de-
sign limits on the basis of its program of rod bundle

. bu rnout tes ts. . . . *

"Since the L&W design has four inlet loops and only
two outlet pipes, the coolant distribution within the
reactor vessel must therefore be investigated and the *.s
associated pressure drops established. The applicant
has stated that a research and development program is
underway' to measure flow distribution in the core,
fluid mixing in the vessel and core, and the distribu- 1end,
tion of- pressure drop within the vessel. These tests g
will be conducted on a 1/6 scale model of the vessel ! ment"

.

and internals. In addition, flow distribution, pressure
drop, and mixing data will be obtained with a full scale it

fuel bundle test assembly and on various models of re-
4 .

actor flow cells. *3

"We have reviewed the development program asi de- '

scribed above and believe that there is reasonab1'e
assurance that the scale-model testing and the full-
scale fuel bundle testing will provide the information
necessary for appro.*al of the design at the operating :-

license review stage."
<hich

A more ' detailed documentation of data supporting the correctness
Luc

.of the Board's characterization of the core thermal and hydraulic design

as research and-development may be found :in Applicant's PSAR, Section .

3.2.3.- Thermal and. Hydraulic Design and Evaluation - Pages 3-32 to 3-68,
1

.
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In accordance with our discussion of the status of
H. C. Dance

CO:III the Zion decision, and the apparent similarities to

the Crystal River hearing, copies of the exceptions

filed by the staff, the applicant, and the intervenors

to the initial decision for Crystal River are

enclosed.

Enclosures:

As stated

orf !n91 :!md by bec: H. D. Thornburg, C0:111 w/o enc 1
H. n. r. '-

H. R. Denton
CO:HQ

10/23/68

.
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